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Abstract: We present a new (supersymmetric) framework for obtaining an excellent
description of quark, charged lepton and neutrino masses and mixings from a ∆(6n2)
family symmetry with multiplet assignments consistent with an underlying SO(10) Grand
Unification. It employs a Higgs mediator sector in place of the usual Froggatt-Nielsen
messengers, with quark and lepton messengers, and provides significant improvements over
existing models of this type having unsuppressed Yukawa couplings to the third generation
and a simplified vacuum alignment mechanism. The neutrino mass differences are naturally
less hierarchical than those of the quarks and charged leptons. Similarly the lepton mixing
angles are much larger than those in the quark sector and have an approximate tri-bi-
maximal (TB) mixing form for θ12 and θ23. However the mixing angle θ13 is naturally
much larger than in pure TB mixing and can be consistent with the value found in recent
experiments. The magnitude of θ13 is correlated with a the predicted deviation of θ23 from
bi-maximal mixing. The model has light familon fields that can significantly modify the
associated SUSY phenomenology.
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1 Introduction
Family symmetries (FSs) provide a promising framework for generating viable quark,
charged lepton and neutrino masses and mixing. Indeed implementing the see-saw mecha-
nism for neutrino masses in a SUSY model with non-Abelian discrete symmetries has been
shown to lead quite naturally to near TB neutrino mixing while preserving an hierarchical
structure for quark mixing angles and masses. [1–3] belong to a specific framework of
particular interest for unified models, other types of models are reviewed e.g. in [4] and
present in the references therein. In most models, the fermion mass structure is generated
through spontaneous breaking of the FS via the vacuum expectation values (vevs) of a
limited number of familon fields. Fermions are massless in the FS limit and symmetry
breaking is communicated to the fermion fields via the Froggatt-Nielsen mechanism with
massive vectorlike pairs of fermion messenger fields.
Here we explore an alternative mediator sector composed of massive Higgs fields. In
contrast to the fermion messenger case in [1–3], the third generation of fermions get a
mass at renormalisable order. This results in a simplified familon sector and allows more
naturally for the large top quark mass. We illustrate the alternative mechanism in a SUSY
model with a discrete ∆(6n2) symmetry [5] with quark and lepton fields assigned to FS
multiplets in a manner consistent with an underlying SO(10) GUT. We show that a specific
∆(6n2) multiplet assignment, supplemented by a simple Z5×ZR4 symmetry, leads to a viable
structure for all quark and lepton masses and mixing. The significant difference between
the quark and neutrino mixing angles is due to the fact that the latter are generated by the
see-saw mechanism in which the third generation right-handed Majorana mass is very large,
suppressing the would-be dominant third generation masses. The resulting neutrino mixing
angles have an approximate TB mixing form. However the neutrino contribution to θ13,
which is zero in TB mixing, has a significant correction that can lead to a naturally large
– 1 –
value for θ13 consistent with the central value of the recent experimental measurements.
Interestingly the value of θ13 is correlated with a significant departure from bi-maximal
mixing of θ23.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the multiplet structure and
couplings of the model. Assuming a definite structure for vacuum alignment (familon vevs),
we show that the model leads to consistent quark and lepton masses and mixing angles
with approximate TB mixing in the lepton sector. Section 3 presents a discussion of how a
significant θ13 arises naturally and determines its correlation with the deviation of θ23 from
its bi-maximal value, while preserving the tri-maximal mixing structure associated with
θ12. In Section 4 we complete the model, showing that the scalar potential consistent with
the symmetries of the model provides the needed vacuum alignment. Section 5 discusses the
phenomenological implications of the R-symmetry employed, particularly its implication
for nucleon decay and other baryon- and lepton-number violating processes. Finally Section
6 presents a summary and our conclusions.
2 A ∆(6n2) family symmetry model with Higgs mediators
The model is based on N = 1 supersymmetry with the Standard Model gauge group. In
order to achieve phenomenologically viable structures for the fermions with near TB mixing
for the leptons, we aim for fermion structures similar to those in [1, 2], requiring the model
to be consistent with an underlying SO(10) unification with the left- and right-handed
(L and R) sectors transforming in the same way under the FS. This has the advantage
that it is easy to obtain the phenomenologically successful (1, 1) texture zero relation
relating the Cabibbo angle to the light quark masses [6]. For notational simplicity it
is convenient to label the representations by their transformation properties under the
SU(4)×SU(2)L×SU(2)R subgroup of SO(10), although here we are only concerned with
the SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) structure:
extending this to SU(4) would require a discussion of the SU(4) symmetry breaking sector
which is beyond the scope of this paper. The chiral supermultiplet structure is given in
Table 1 where, in addition to the ∆(6n2) FS [5], we have allowed for a Z5 × ZR4 discrete
symmetry that restricts the allowed couplings.
Here, Ψi contain the L fermions and Ψ
c
j the conjugates of the R fermions, the quarks
and the leptons of a single family being assigned to the 4 of SU(4). The Higgs sector
comprises the vectorlike superfields Xi, X¯
i, Y
(a,b)
i , Y¯
(a,b),i with bare masses of O(M) and
Zi, Z¯
i with a similar mass acquired through the vev of φ, together with the MSSM-like
Higgs fields H. The group ∆(6n2) is a subgroup of SU(3), isomorphic to (Zn × Zn) o S3
where o denotes the semi-direct product. Our notation identifies through the subscript l
the triplet representations of ∆(6n2), 31l and 32l (3
?
al
≡ 3a−l). The constraint n > 3 follows
because it is necessary for there to be three independent representations associated with
the product 31l × 31l = 312l + 31−l + 32−l (for n ≤ 3 the representations 2l and −l are
equivalent). We have chosen ∆(6n2) rather than ∆(3n2) because only the former has an
antisymmetric 31−l coupling involving the product 31l × 32l , in the sense that the resulting
representations are 322l = (a1b1, a2b2, a3b3), 32−l = (a2b3 + a3b2, a3b1 + a1b3, a1b2 + a2b1)
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Field SU(4) SU(2)L SU(2)R ∆(6n
2) Z5 Z
R
4
Ψ 4 2 1 31l 0 1
Ψc 4¯ 1 2 31l 0 1
θ 10 1 3 1 1 0
H 1 2 2 1 1 0
X 1 2 2 31−2l 0 0
X¯ 1 2 2 312l 0 2
Y 1 2 2 31−2l + 31l 2 0
Y¯ 1 2 2 312l + 31−l 3 2
Z 1 2 2 32l 0 0
Z¯ 1 2 2 31−l 0 2
Σ 15 1 1 1 3 0
φ 1 1 1 1′ 0 0
φ1 1 1 1 31l 1 0
φ¯3 1 1 1 31−l 2 0
φ¯23 1 1 1 31−l 3 0
φ¯123 1 1 1 32−l 1 0
Table 1. Field and symmetry content of the model.
and 31−l = (a2b3 − a3b2, a3b1 − a1b3, a1b2 − a2b1), with 31l = (a1, a2, a3), 32l = (b1, b2, b3).
C.f. 3il × 3il , the same products are in the 312l , 31−l and 32−l representations respectively,
when 3il = (a1, a2, a3) and 3il = (b1, b2, b3) [5]. The superfield Σ is a Georgi-Jarlskog field
that we assume descends from a field transforming as a 45 dimensional representation of
SO(10) so that HΣ is an effective 120, as discussed in [7]. It decouples from the right
handed neutrinos and couples three times more strongly to the conjugate R leptons than
the conjugate R down quarks.
As shown in Section 4 the familons (GUT singlet fields), φ¯A, acquire vevs breaking
the FS. These vevs are aligned by the underlying non-Abelian structure giving < φ¯3 >∝
(0, 0, 1), < φ¯23 >∝ (0,−1, 1) and < φ¯123 >∝ (1, 1, 1) and it is this alignment that generates
near TB mixing in the lepton sector. The constants of proportionality depend on the soft
supersymmetry breaking terms and the O(1) constants that are not determined by the
symmetry. In what follows we shall just fit these constants to give acceptable masses for
the quarks, The constraints on these constants are given in eq.(2.5) and eq.(2.6). Note that
we expect the familons break the discrete symmetries at a high scale. For this reason we do
not discuss the constraints of discrete anomaly cancellation because they can be cancelled
by additional massive states that do not affect the low energy phenomenology.
On FS breaking the Higgs fields, H, mix with the mediators. Due to the underlying
chirality of the system (see below) there is one pair of Higgs doublets that remain light.
These acquire vevs and through the Yukawa couplings give rise to the desired pattern of
fermion masses. To see how this comes about we consider the superpotential that is allowed
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by the symmetries of the model (SU(4) indices are suppressed for clarity):
PS = MX¯X +MY¯ Y + φZ¯Z + φ¯
i
3φ¯
i
3HX¯
i/MaX
+ aφ¯i23φ¯
i
23HY¯
(a),i/M bX + b[φ¯23φ¯23HY¯
(b)]+/M
b
X + [φ¯23φ¯123HZ¯]−/M
c
X , (2.1)
where Y¯ (a,b) are the components of the field Y¯ transforming as 312l and 31−l respectively,
with [...]+,− representing the symmetric or anti-symmetric contractions that make the
terms ∆(6n2) invariant, and where the MSSM µ term, that is of the same order as the
soft supersymmetry breaking terms1, is relatively small and can, to a good approximation,
be neglected here. Here the familon fields refer to their vevs. The masses MaX , which can
be the Planck, string or Grand Unified scale, are the masses of the messengers responsible
for generating the non-renormalisable terms and we have absorbed the O(1) couplings
associated with these operators in the masses. Strictly we should include the MX scale
messengers in our spectrum but we have in mind that these are all very heavy and belong
to the fully unified theory while the fields X, X¯, Y, Y¯ , Z, Z¯ are the only ones lighter
than MX . Their lightness can readily be explained if their masses are initially forbidden
by a chiral symmetry and arise through spontaneous breaking of the symmetry. Here we
do not construct the full UV complete theory which requires the full SO(10) invariant
construction. For clarity we have written all their masses as M because for M << MX
the differences between the masses are unimportant. The mass of the Z, Z¯ pair comes
from the vev of the ∆(6n2) non-trivial singlet field φ, as 31l × 1′ = 32l , with the invariants
arising from combining a triplet with its conjugate triplet e.g. 3il × 3i−l → 1 [5].
Note that these couplings respect a chiral symmetry under which X, Y , Z and H are
even and X¯, Y¯ and Z¯ are odd. As a result one combination of electroweak doublet fields,
Hl, will be left light. If M << (φ¯
3
3)
2/MX these are given by
Hl ≈ X3 +
(
φ¯323
φ¯33
)2
MaX
M bX
(
a(Y
(a)
2 + Y
(a)
3 )− 2bY (b)1
)
+
(
φ¯323φ¯
3
123
(φ¯33)
2
)
MaX
M cX
(2Z1 − Z2 − Z3)−HM M
a
X
(φ¯33)
2
, (2.2)
After supersymmetry breaking the light Higgs fields acquire vevs in the usual manner as in
the MSSM and fermion masses are generated. The underlying Yukawa couplings allowed
by the symmetries of the model are
PY = XiΨiΨ
c
i +
(
a′Y (a)i ΨiΨ
c
i + b
′[Y (b)ΨΨc]+
)
Σ/MX + [ZΨΨ
c]− (2.3)
where we have implicitly introduced a single pair of Froggatt-Nielsen matter messengers
[9] which enables the coupling of Σ to Ψc.
The Yukawa couplings and the light Higgs combinations lead to fermion Dirac mass
matrices of the form
Mf ∼
 0 −3f 3f3f aa′af 2f −2bb′af 2f + 23f
−3f −2bb′af 2f − 23f 1
 . (2.4)
1The appearance of a µ term of the correct magnitude after supersymmetry breaking is guaranteed by
a discrete R-symmetry as discussed in [8].
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To fit the quark masses we have assumed the vevs and messenger masses then satisfy the
relations
2f =
(
φ¯323
φ¯33
)2
MaX
M bX
(2.5)
3f =
(
φ¯323φ¯
3
123
(φ¯33)
2
)
MaX
M cX
, (2.6)
Note that although we have used SU(4)×SU(2)L×SU(2)R group representations for the
quarks and leptons we expect the group (particularly SU(2)R) to be strongly broken to the
Standard Model gauge group, so we allow for different expansion parameters in the up and
down quark sectors as is needed to explain the different quark mass hierarchies in these
sectors [1, 2]. However, it may be that the breaking of the underlying SO(10) group does
not strongly break the equality of the expansion parameters in the up and down sectors
separately. Here we make this simplifying assumption, labelling the expansion parameter
in eq.(2.5) and eq.(2.6) as  ∼ 0.15 for the down quark and charged lepton sector, and as
′ ∼ 0.05 for the up quark and neutrino sector (these values have been shown to give a good
description of the masses in these sectors). We can readily relax the assumption that the
expansion parameter in the neutrino Dirac mass matrix is the same as in the up quark mass
matrix without changing the predictions for the neutrino oscillation parameters. To explain
the difference between  and ′ requires M
a
X
MbX
|d ≈ 10M
a
X
MbX
|u. We introduce the convenient mass
scale Md which is useful when comparing magnitudes between terms. Md is simultaneously
associated with the hierarchy in the down (and charged lepton) sector and with the φ23
vev:
 ≡ φ23/Md . (2.7)
The remaining parameters in eq(2.4) are given by af ∝< Σ > /M with aν ∼ 0, al ∼
3ad ∼ 3au/2 for the neutrino, charged lepton, down and up quark mass matrices respec-
tively. Note that the (3, 3) entries are generated at tree level, unsuppressed by inverse
powers of the mediator mass (this is to be compared to the models of [1, 2, 10–12], where
the (3, 3) entry is suppressed by one or more powers of the mediator mass).
As discussed in [13] these Dirac mass matrices give acceptable masses and mixings for
the quarks and acceptable masses for the charged leptons. The (1, 1) texture zero enables
the successful relation [6] between the light quark masses and the Cabibbo angle.
The light neutrinos get mass through the see-saw mechanism so we turn now to consider
the structure of the Majorana masses of the right handed neutrinos. Since these violate
lepton number it is necessary to introduce a source of lepton number violation and we
adapt the scheme used in [1, 2]. We add the field θ which, c.f. Table 1, has lepton number
2 and spontaneously breaks lepton number. It acquires a vev, close to the Planck scale,
through radiative breaking. θ can be a single field or an effective field θ ∝ θ¯θ¯ where θ¯ is a
4¯ of SU(4), and in this case the lepton number violation arises from the sneutrino vev of
– 5 –
θ¯. For n = 5, the leading Majorana terms allowed by the symmetries are
PM = θΨ
c
iΨ
c
j
(
φ¯i3φ¯
j
3
M2X
+
φ¯i23φ¯
j
23
[
φ¯3φ¯3φ¯23φ¯23φ¯23
]
M7X
)
+ θΨciΨ
c
j
(
φ¯i123φ¯
j
123
[
φ¯3φ¯3φ¯3φ¯23φ¯23
]
M7X
+
φ¯i23φ¯
j
123
[
φ¯3φ¯3φ¯3φ¯23φ¯123
]
M7X
)
, (2.8)
where [...] represents the ∆(6n2) invariant given by
∑
i
[
φ¯iA1(...)φ¯
i
An
]
. We have not shown
any of the allowed subdominant terms that only contribute to the third row or column,
as they are not phenomenologically relevant due to the strong hierarchy between them
and the first term. In eq.(2.8) there are O(1) coefficients associated with the couplings
and messenger masses that are implicit. An example of a diagram generating one of
the subdominant terms in eq.(2.8) is presented in Fig.(1). In an explicit completion the
position of θ is not random as it depends on the gauge group representations of the available
messengers. In Fig.(1), the position θ was chosen to better illustrate the contraction of
the family index i. To ensure that the model has a consistent UV completion, we carefully
checked the symmetry content of the model and verified that the messengers required
to enable the required Majorana terms do not conflict with e.g. the messenger content
required for the correct vev alignment quartics.
Note that the Majorana masses are very strongly hierarchical. The third genera-
tion mass appears at O
(
(φ¯33)
2
MX
2 θ
)
while the remaining masses are of O
(
(φ¯33)
2(φ¯323)
5
M7X
θ
)
and
O
(
(φ¯33)
3(φ¯323)
2(φ¯3123)
2
M7X
θ
)
. As a result the dominant see-saw graphs involve the exchange of the
two lighter states (the atmospheric and solar neutrino states) and, using the Dirac mass
structure of eq(2.4), give light active neutrino masses that are related by
m
m@
=
√
∆m2
∆m2@
∼ (φ¯123)
2(φ¯3)
(φ¯23)3
' O(). (2.9)
This naturally explains why the neutrino mass hierarchy of the two heaviest states is less
than the corresponding hierarchy of the quark and charged leptons. The lightest neutrino is
predicted to be very light due to the relatively large Majorana mass of the third generation
RH neutrino2.
What about the neutrino mixing angles? As discussed in [1–3], the see-saw mechanism
with Majorana terms of the form of eq.(2.8), without the last term together with the Dirac
masses of eq.(2.4) generate the atmospheric and solar neutrino eigenstates ν@ ∝
∑
i φ
i
23νi
and ν ∝
∑
i φ
i
123νi respectively. Since φ¯23 ∝ (0,−1, 1) and φ¯123 ∝ (1, 1, 1) one immediately
sees this corresponds to TB mixing. However the last term perturbs the solution away from
exact TB mixing and gives rise to a significant neutrino contribution to θ13. We discuss
its effect in detail in the next Section.
2This strongly hierarchical Majorana mass hierarchy was christened “Sequential Dominance” in [14].
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Figure 1. An example of a subdominant Majorana diagram.
3 Large θ13
Recent observations indicate that θ13 is relatively large [15], [16]. This is in some tension
with the small contribution predicted in discrete FS models which have no contribution to
the mixing angle from the neutrino sector and only a small contribution from the charged
lepton sector given by:
θ13 ' θC/(3
√
2) ' 0.05. (3.1)
Nonetheless, FSs remain extremely appealing and may naturally produce values of θ13 in
agreement with the central value of the recent Daya Bay measurement. Many different
approaches have been considered [17]. Relevant to the present model, as discussed in [12],
in TB mixing models with type I seesaw one can introduce deviations through the vev
structure itself (see e.g. [18]), the Yukawa structure (as in [12]) or through the Majorana
structure. Here we consider the latter as a source of the deviation from pure TB mixing
in the neutrino sector. In fact, as mentioned above, we have not discussed the last term
in eq.(2.8) that breaks TB mixing. It is convenient to use the mass scale Md defined in
eq.(2.7), in order to express the relative magnitudes clearly in terms of . Up to O(1)
coefficients this term has the same magnitude as the second to last term in eq.(2.8) and
is suppressed by O(Md/MX)
5 with respect to the dominant first term of eq.(2.8). The
resultant Majorana mass matrix has the form
MR ∝
 B6 (B + C)6 .(B + C)6 A5 .
. . (MX/Md)
5
 . (3.2)
where the (i, 3) and (3, i) entries have negligible effect due to the dominance of the (3, 3)
entry and we have made explicit the O(1) coefficients A,B,C associated with the last three
terms of eq.(2.8) - these dimensionless coefficients A,B,C appear at the same level so one
does not expect their ratios to deviate from O(1). Note that the B,C terms have one
additional  compared to the A term, which leads to eq.(2.9). The largest Majorana mass
does not affect neutrino oscillation phenomenology as it only enters in the determination
of the lightest neutrino mass which is negligible. Indeed, to a very good approximation, we
– 7 –
can rotate the effective neutrino mass matrix mν with the TB mixing matrix to obtain:
mν ∝ 1
AB − C2
0 0 00 3B √6C
0
√
6C 2A/
 . (3.3)
This shows clearly that when C = 0, mν is diagonalised by TB mixing with one vanishing
eigenvalue, the other two being proportional respectively to 3/A (solar) and 2/(B) (at-
mospheric). When C 6= 0 an additional rotation of the 23 sector is required to diagonalise
mν , and it is convenient to parametrize this additional rotation with the angle ϕ:
Uϕ =
1 0 00 cos(ϕ) sin(ϕ)
0 − sin(ϕ) cos(ϕ)
 , (3.4)
where tan(2ϕ) = −2√6C/(3B − 2A/) ≈ √6C/A. The plots in Fig. 2 illustrate how
varying the ratio C/A controls the perturbation in the angles θν13, θ
ν
23 and θ
ν
12 that diago-
nalise the effective neutrino mass matrix 3. As C/A increases, the deviation in θν13 and θ
ν
23
from the TB mixing values increases linearly (at leading order in the small angle ϕ) and
becomes significant. To obtain the central value of the Daya Bay experiment, θ13 ' 0.15,
assuming the contribution from diagonalising the charged leptons adds coherently, requires
C/A ' 0.8 which changes sin2 θ23 from the bi-maximal value of 0.5 either to 0.6 or to 0.4
depending on the sign of C/A, consistent with present measurement. Note that C and A
are unknown coefficients expected to be of O(1) so a large value of C/A is not unreasonable.
As may be seen from Fig. 2 the mixing angle θ12 is barely changed from the tri-maximal
mixing value, its deviation being at leading order quadratic in C/A (consistent with doing
an expansion in the small angle ϕ). Observation of the correlations between the leptonic
mixing angles would provide a test of the model. In general we expect the O(1) coefficients
and the vevs to be complex which generate CP violation. The phases complicate the anal-
ysis of the mixing angles, but not the expectation that θ23 receives significant corrections
and depending on the Dirac CP violating phase sin2(θ23) can be between what is obtained
for the real values of C/A of either sign. The model falls in a general class of models which
perturb TB mixing and the implications for the Dirac CP violating phase will be discussed
in more detail in a future work [19].
4 Vacuum alignment
In the absence of supersymmetry breaking the scalar potential has no dependence on the
familon fields alone. Thus the vacuum alignment depends on supersymmetry breaking
and the familon fields can acquire very large vevs along flat directions. Even if the soft
supersymmetry breaking mass squared terms for the familon fields are initially positive,
they can be driven negative by radiative corrections triggering a vev for the field, therefore
3The coefficients A,B are chosen to obtain the desired mass splitting between the atmospheric and solar
neutrino masses.
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Figure 2. θν13, sin
2(θν23) and sin
2(θν12) plotted as a function of C/A.
the familon fields may spontaneously break the family symmetry through radiative breaking
[20]. In this the familon mass squared, positive at the initial scale (which could be the
Planck scale), is driven negative through its Yukawa coupling to the messenger fields. The
scale at which this happens depends sensitively on the magnitude of these couplings. Since
there are no stabilising F-terms involving the familons the magnitude of the familon vevs
is close to the scale at which their masses squared are driven negative which can be close to
the initial scale. Similarly the relative magnitude of the various familon vevs is determined
by these couplings and the initial value of the soft SUSY breaking parameters. Given our
ignorance of the familon Yukawa couplings we treat the magnitude of the familon vevs as
free parameters. At this stage the potential, only having the quadratic mass term in the
familon fields, is invariant under a continuous SU(3) family symmetry and so the relative
alignment of a familon multiplet is not fixed. To determine this alignment we turn to
a consideration of the leading, non-renormalisable terms that respect the discrete family
symmetry but break the full SU(3) symmetry.
Let us start with the field φ¯3 that gets the largest vev. The soft SUSY breaking mass
term in the potential, m23|φ3|2 is actually symmetric under the larger continuous SU(3)
FS so does not pick a particular direction for the vev when m23 becomes negative. The
leading allowed term that is invariant under ∆(6n2) but not SU(3) is the D-term that
arises in radiative order and is proportional to m2
∑
i φ¯
†i
3 φ¯3,iφ¯
†i
3 φ¯3,i/M
2
X . Minimising this
term requires φ¯3 ∝ (0, 0, 1) if the coefficient of this term is negative. For the case of φ1,
the quartic m2
∑
i φ¯
†i
3 φ¯3,iφ
†i
1 φ1,i/M
2
X requires φ1 be orthogonal to φ3 if the coefficient of
the term is positive and, if the pure φ1 quartic has a negative coefficient, it will align in
the direction φ1 ∝ (1, 0, 0) as required.
The alignment of the familons φ¯23 and φ¯123 proceeds in a similar manner although
with a different origin for the alignment terms. In this case there is a term allowed in the
– 9 –
superpotential of the form P (φ¯123)
2φ¯23/M
3
X where P is the superpotential with R-charge
2. On supersymmetry breaking P acquires a vev such that P/M2X = m, generating the
gravitino mass m, and giving the term m(φ¯123)
2φ¯23/MX in the superpotential. The related
F-terms give both a pure quartic for φ¯123 and a mixed quartic involving φ¯23. As they are
generated at tree level they dominate over radiatively induced quartic terms involving
φ¯3 and φ¯23. Since their coefficients are positive they ensure that the φ¯23, φ¯123 vevs are
orthogonal and that φ¯123 ∝ (1, 1, 1). Finally, if the mixed quartic m2
∑
i φ¯
†i
1 φ¯1,iφ
†i
23φ23,i/M
2
X
has positive coefficient and dominates over the one involving φ¯3, it requires φ¯
1
23 = 0 and
hence φ¯23 ∝ (0, 1,−1). This completes the alignment discussion. It represents a significant
improvement over the alignment solutions presented in [2, 12] as the alignment mechanism
is relatively insensitive to the relative magnitude of the vevs.
5 Phenomenological implications
The supersymmetric model constructed here has a ZR4 symmetry that leads to some phe-
nomenological differences compared to the MSSM. As discussed in [8] supersymmetry
breaking also breaks this symmetry to ZR2 which is equivalent to matter parity in the
MSSM. As a result the LSP is stable and a dark matter candidate. However the symmetry
has significant advantages over the MSSM in that the µ term is naturally of order the su-
persymmetry breaking scale in the visible sector and the dangerous dimension 5 operators
that lead to nucleon decay are absent.
The novel Higgs mediation introduced here requires the presence of some vectorlike
electroweak doublet states with mass of O(M). As we have discussed, familon vevs can
be close to the Planck scale. In this case the constraint needed for the validity of eq(2.2),
M << (φ¯33)
2/MX , can be satisfied for large values of M , even for MX close to the Planck
mass. As a result the new vectorlike electroweak doublet states may be quite close to the
unification scale and may not destroy the success of gauge coupling unification.
A feature of the alignment scheme discussed here in which the alignment proceeds
via the supersymmetry breaking terms only is that the familons will be very light. In
the following, unlike in previous sections, we explicitly distinguish the components of the
familons from their respective vevs. All the scalar components of the familon fields are
expected to acquire masses of order of the gravitino mass from the usual supersymmetry
breaking D-terms. However the fermion components can be much lighter as they can only
get mass from F-terms. The fermion component masses come from the superpotential
term mφ¯2123φ¯23. To leading order in  this gives Majorana masses m〈φ23〉 ∼ m to two
fermion states of φ¯123. In addition, all components of φ¯123 and φ¯23 have Dirac masses
m〈φ¯123〉 ∼ m2, giving one component of φ¯23 and the remaining component of φ¯123 mass
m2. The remaining fermion states of φ¯23 get Majorana mass (m〈φ¯123〉)2/m〈φ¯23〉 ∼ m3
via a see-saw mechanism.
The coupling of the familon states is highly suppressed. For example the Yukawa
coupling of φ¯3 to the third family of quarks is proportional to
〈Hl〉
〈φ¯3〉
(
MMX
〈φ¯3〉2
)2
. For 〈φ¯3〉 close
to the Planck mass these are Planck scale suppressed couplings so that the familons may
be considered to be hidden sector fields and do not play a direct role in the low energy
– 10 –
phenomenology of the model. However, given their low mass, it may be that a familon
fermion state is the lightest supersymmetric state (LSP). In this case the “visible sector”
LSP will ultimately decay into the familon LSP, despite its Planck suppressed coupling.
This will have to be taken into account when determining the dark matter density in
this model and, due to its Planck suppressed coupling, direct dark matter detection of
such a familon LSP is not possible. Finally we note that SUSY phenomenology may be
significantly affected by the existence of a familon LSP as there is no longer a requirement
that the “visible sector” LSP should be neutral. Thus the missing energy signals that are
usually associated with SUSY particle decay into a neutral LSP may be absent.
6 Summary
In this paper we have explored the possibility that the spontaneous breaking of family sym-
metry is communicated to the quarks and leptons by electroweak doublet Higgs messenger
fields that also transform under the family symmetry, rather than the usual Froggatt-
Nielsen mechanism that involve messengers carrying quark and lepton quantum numbers.
The new mechanism has the advantage that the third generation Yukawa couplings are
unsuppressed by familon vevs, readily allowing for the large top quark mass. Starting with
the MSSM with an extended ZR4 symmetry to control the µ term and nucleon decay, we
showed that the observed fermion mass structure could be generated through a relatively
simple ∆(6n2) × Z5 family symmetry, with multiplet structure chosen to be consistent
with an underlying SO(10) GUT. The mass structure follows from a particular choice of
family symmetry breaking and we showed how the associated vacuum alignment of the
familon vevs is naturally determined by the structure of the allowed radiative D-terms, a
considerable simplification of the usual alignment mechanisms.
The model explains why the splitting between the atmospheric neutrinos is smaller
than that of the quarks and leptons,
√
∆m2
∆m2@
'  compared to msmb ∼ 2 where  ∼ 0.15. It
also predicts near tri-bi-maximal mixing in the neutrino sector for the solar and atmospheric
mixing angles. However this structure is only approximate and allows for a sizeable neutrino
contribution to θ13 with size (governed by undetermined O(1) coefficients) that is correlated
to a deviation of θ23 from its bi-maximal value. Allowing for a value of θ13 = 0.15, to agree
with the central value found by the Daya Bay experiment, gives sin2 θ23 ' 0.4− 0.6.
The vectorlike Higgs messenger fields are expected to be very heavy, close to the
Planck or unification scale, and decouple from low energy physics. However the familon
fields are expected to be light, with masses of order the supersymmetry breaking scale in
the visible sector. This follows because the simple alignment mechanism presented here
involves only D-term radiatively induced operators that are proportional to the square
of the supersymmetry breaking mass. The coupling of the familons to the MSSM states
is strongly suppressed by a power of the familon vevs and so, despite being light, the
familons belong to a decoupled sector and are not expected to play a direct role in low-
energy experiments. After supersymmetry breaking, the model has the usual matter parity
of the MSSM, implying that the LSP is stable and that superpartners can only be produced
– 11 –
in pairs. However it is possible that a familon fermion is the LSP and, in this case, the low
energy phenomenology can be significantly changed because the “visible sector” LSP will
decay to the familon LSP. Thus it is possible for the “visible sector” LSP to be charged
and the standard missing energy signals associated with the production of superpartners
to be much reduced.
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